Mechanical Modelica Libraries enable instances of geometrical objects and positioning. But in order to facilitate the design by taking into account the size and the positio objects, we need relative positioning parameters. In this paper, we propose challenge by adding in Modelica geometrical constraints and by implement
Introduction
In previous studies [1] , to facilitate the design of mechatronic product [2] , we proposed to integrate the entire downward design cycle in order to achieve a modelling continuity. To do this, we proposed a hybrid design methodology based on several tools, and their absolute positioning. But in order to facilitate the design by account the size and the position of relative positioning variables and . In this paper, we propose to meet this in Modelica a set of 13 implementing them. Keywords: Modelica 3D, Geometrical Constraints, to facilitate the design of a we proposed to integrate the design cycle in order to achieve a , we proposed a hybrid design methodology based on several tools, languages and methodologies including Modelica in Dymola [4] environment. Modelica models integrate some geometrical elements such as position of gravity point, mass, volumes and inertia matrix elements. However, the current environments don't allow improve entirely our method. desired 3D Modelica framework simultaneous representation design window of the 2D logical 3D geometric class and keeping simulation Actually they usually propose:
• grate some geometrical elements such as position of gravity point, mass, volumes and inertia matrix elements. However, the don't allow until now to improve entirely our method. Figure 1 • no geometrical variables, and • a framework without any dynamic link between both of these interfaces.
For example, the geometrical structure of the model in Figure 2 cannot easily be anticipated in 3D. We must wait for the simulation to know which of structures has been defined. That is why our aim is to transform geometrical parameters into geometrical variables in both interfaces and to propose for the design one new modelling interface with both views (2D and 3D). Thus today we tackle the first problem by modifying libraries of Modelica objects in order to switch geometrical instances in objects modelled by constraints. It will later help the transition from 2D to 3D modelling for the second step [5] .
To do this, the first point is to introduce explicitly geometrical constraints as Modelica objects.
Towards an explicit relative positioning in Modelica
Considering the model already developed in our laboratory for the geometrical tolerancing [6] , we implement geometric constraints with the « Topologically and Technologically Related Surfaces » (TTRS) theory [7] .
TTRS Objects in Modelica
Any surface or association of real surfaces of an object is related to a kinematic invariance class named TTRS. There are 7 classes of TTRS classified according to increasing degrees of freedom (DOF) in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the example of a cone, which is represented by the TTRS "Revolute Surface" whose MRGE representation is one point and one line. In order to assemble two geometrical objects, i.e. to define geometrical constraints between two TTRS, 44 associations are identified depending on the relative orientations and positions with regards to the other. In turn each association forms TTRS. They correspond to the most elementary formulation of a kinematic connection between objects.
Example: association of two Revolute TTRS Given {R D1,P1 } and {R D2,P2 } :
Finally the passage to its MRGE enables us to have only 13 possible cases of constraints ( 
MRGE Expression in Modelica/Dymola
The set of related MRGE may be implemented with Modelica: each MRGE is an object (point, line and plan). In Modelica language, each object is associated to another by means of its topological connexion performed through its connectors. The elementary connector for the MRGE is the point. The implementation choice was to represent the MRGE line by its affine view using the previous elementary MRGE point. 
The 13 Constraints
With MRGE, the 13 constraints are generated thanks to their algebraic expressions. The model is now designed by constraints: they are no longer instances of geometrical objects but their equivalent constraints (e.g. Figure 5 ) with real geometrical variables and parameters. 
Academic Application
Models currently developed take into account only geometric variables. Further improvements will integrate mechanical ones. One goal is to come closer to the design habit. What you see is what you mean is another one. So when we express perpendicularity, parallelism or any geometric constraint, our point of view is to declare it. After a short description of the treated example, we will study the method used with current models. Then we will build it step-by-step with the new constraint objects.
Design Point of View
The studied mechanical system is an automatic rising barrier called "Sinusmatic". The SINUSMATIC barrier is adaptable to the dimensions and speed to most applications. Its particularity results from patented kinematics for his bellcrank that transforms the continuous circular movement into an approximately sinusoidal 1/4 round one.
Figure 7 Currently Sinusmatic
Its mechanical structure is schematized in Figure 8 . It is composed of S0: frame, S1: plateau, S2: socket, S3: ball, S4: crosspiece and S5: fork axis. Joints are expressed in Table 2 . 
Current approach
We need to express the structure by means of vectors as Figure 9 .
The direct impact is that we need all values or a set of consistent values. Moreover the sense depends on the choice of the connected initial point. 
Method with constraint objects
With this approach we may draw ( Figure 11 in Dymola framework) all characteristic nodes (green circles) with lines (blue rectangles). The entire model is non-simulable. Thus we add constraints that express the design needs. Whatever expressed now is definite. The geometric loop may be simulated to obtain the result in Figure 12 . 
Conclusions
We use the interface properties with 3D environment of Modelica/Dymola framework to add design functionalities for geometrical integration. This modelling by constraints in Modelica is not only used to transform geometrical instances to geometrical variables but also to integrate multiphysics and geometry variables, relying on the requirements data. It will be developed more deeply in further papers.
